Three-dimensional structures of proteins are the support of their biological functions.
Abstract
Three-dimensional structures of proteins are the support of their biological functions.
Their folds are maintained by inter-residue interactions which are one of the main focuses to understand the mechanisms of protein folding and stability. Furthermore, protein structures can be composed of single or multiple functional domains that can fold and function independently. Hence, dividing a protein into domains is useful for obtaining an accurate structure and function determination.
In previous studies, we enlightened protein contact properties according to different 
Introduction
The knowledge of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of proteins is critical for understanding their biological functions. 3D structures are a valuable source of data for understanding their biological roles, their potential implication in some diseases mechanisms, and for progressing in drug design [1] [2] [3] . The interaction between residues composing proteins and their surroundings in the cell produces a well-defined folded protein, i.e., the native state [4] . The resulting three-dimensional structure is determined by the amino acid sequence.
Nonetheless, the mechanism of protein folding is not completely understood [5] , neither is the protein aggregation [6] . Several models have been proposed for protein folding, e.g., the framework model [7, 8] , the diffusion-collision model [9] , the hydrophobic collapse model [10] or the nucleation and growth mechanism [11] . The hierarchical model proposed by George Rose [12] is nowadays the most popular one. This principle is a hierarchical process [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] coupled with the hydrophobic effect as the driving force [18, 19] . Simulations based on this principle were done in a very elegant way by Srinivasan and Rose; they considered steric effects, conformational entropy with hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bond formations [20] [21] [22] . In order to analyze the hierarchical process that conducts the protein folding, it is also possible to unfold proteins using molecular dynamics [23] [24] [25] [26] . Plaxco and co-workers have shown that protein folding speeds correlate with the topology of the native protein [27] . Proteins which quickly fold are usually mostly stabilized by local structures, e.g., turns, whereas slow folders usually present more non-local structures, e.g., -sheet [28] .
Protein structures can be seen as composed of single or multiple functional domains that can fold and function independently. Dividing a protein into domains is useful for more accurate structure and function determination. Methods for phylogenetic analyses or protein modeling usually perform best for single domains [29] . The commonly used principle for automatic domain parsing is that interdomain interaction under a correct domain assignment
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is weaker than the intradomain interaction (PUU [30] , DOMAK [31] , 3Dee [32, 33] , DETECTIVE [34] , DALI [35] , STRUDL [36] , DomainParser [37, 38] , Protein Domain Parser [39] and DDOMAIN [40] ). Innovative approaches have been used in this context, e.g., graph theory [41] and Normal Mode Analysis approach [42] . Most of the time, the size of protein domains remains important (often more than a hundred residues), these approaches maximized the number of contacts within a domain and are often benchmarked on a manual definition of structural domains [43] . A recent and well-designed analysis highlighted the complexity of defining automatically structural domains [44] .
Some authors have proposed different methods to hierarchically split proteins into compact units smaller than protein domains [15, [45] [46] [47] [48] . In this field, we should notice the most advanced research, namely DIAL [45, 47] and his accompanying database [49] . In this method, domains are considered to be clusters of secondary structure elements. Thus, helices and strands are first clustered using intersecondary structural distances between C positions.
In a second step, dendograms based on this distance measure are used to identify subdomains. Their goal was to describe the different levels of protein structure organization.
Wetlaufer was the first to examine the organization of known structures and suggested that the early stages of 3D structure formation, i.e. nucleation, occur independently in separate parts of these molecules [50, 51] . These folding units have been proposed to fold independently during the folding process, creating structural modules which can be assembled to give the native structure.
We have likewise developed a method called Protein Peeling [52] . This algorithm dissects a protein into Protein Units (PUs). A PU is a compact sub-region of the 3D structure corresponding to one sequence fragment. The basic principle is that each PU must have a high number of intra-PU contacts, and, a low number of inter-PU contacts. Protein Peeling works from the C -contact matrix translated into contact probabilities. Based on the Matthews' inserm-00375095, version 1 -27 Apr 2009 coefficient correlation (MCC) [53] between contact sub matrices, an optimization procedure defines optimal cutting points. The latter separate into two or three PUs the examined region.
The process is iterated until the compactness of the resulting PUs reaches a given limit, fixed by the user. The PU compactness is quantified by an index, CI (compaction index). This index is based on a correlation coefficient R between the mutual entropy of the contact submatrices [54] [55] [56] [57] . Thus, organization of protein structures can be considered in a hierarchical manner: secondary structures are the smallest elements, and, Protein Units are intermediate elements leading to structural domains.
Protein contacts are essential for protein folding [58] . They have been used to develop energy potentials interesting for folding simulations [59, 60] . Inter-residue interactions can be characterized by contact order (CO) and long-range order (LRO) parameters that have a strong correlation with the folding rate of small proteins [27, [61] [62] [63] .
In a recent work [64] , we studied contacts within protein structures according to various criteria (lengths of proteins, SCOP classes, secondary structures, amino acid frequencies, accessibility). We showed that the distribution of the average contact number was clearly dependant to atoms taken as references. One of the most interesting results was the fact that contacts taken into account according to a given type of distance is not compulsorily taken into account by another one, e.g., only 22% of the observed contacts considering side-chains are found if only alpha carbons (C are considered [64] . Specificities were found according to the distance in the sequence between residues in contact and some differences were observed compared to the literature [65] . Moreover, we highlighted biases of the side-chain replacement methods [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] .
In this study, we went deeper into the hierarchical organization of proteins by analyzing the contacts found inside and between protein sub-units defined by Protein Peeling, i.e., Protein Units [52, 73] Figure 1 shows the principle of the analysis. From the Protein DataBank (PDB) [74] was selected a non-redundant set of proteins (see below for the selection criteria). For an analysis purpose, protein structures were assigned in terms of secondary structure and Protein Blocks [54, 75] . Then, each protein, was cut into Protein Units (PUs) using the Protein Peeling approach (see Figure 1 ). Finally, a detailed analysis of the characteristics of PUs in terms of length, amino-acid composition and structure was realized. Moreover, a particular attention was given to contacts within and between protein units.
For comparison purpose, all analysis realized for protein units were also performed for complete proteins thus taken as reference.
Databank.
A non-redundant protein databank has been initially built using PDB-REPRDB [76, 77] . It was composed of 1,736 protein chains taken from the PDB. The set contained proteins with no more than 10% pairwise sequence identity. We selected chains with a resolution better than 2.5 Å and a R-factor less than 0. values between all chains were more than 10 Å. Only proteins with more than 99% of complete classical amino acids were conserved. Moreover, proteins that cannot be used by software used during analysis process have also been excluded. Thus, we retained 1,230 protein chains corresponding to 377,232 residues.
Protein Peeling.
The Protein Unit (PU) is an intermediate level between secondary structures and protein domains [52] . A PU has a great number of inner contacts (intra-PUs) and few contacts with other PUs of protein (inter-PUs). The principle of Protein Peeling is the following: the peeling starts from a matrix of contacts normalized in probabilities and looks to cut a protein into 2 or 3 PUs (or an already cut out PU). A partition index (PI) is calculated in each position. The PI is based on the Matthews Coefficient Correlation [78] , it is thus maximal when the sum of the contacts of two matrices intra-PUs is high and that of inter-PUs is weak.
The PI thus defines the regions to be cut out; parsing into 3 PUs is also tested with all positions. To characterize the compactness of PUs defined, a compactness index based on mutual information is calculated, it uses the sum of the probabilities associated with each PU and indicates when to stop cutting, when it reaches a given threshold R (see [52] for more details and Figure 2 for an example). A refinement of cutting is carried out thanks to the method of pruning which checks that PUs lately generated are compact [73] .
Contact definitions.
Two residues are in contact if they are at a lower distance than a distance from one another (cf. Figure 1 of [64] ). Various distances can be used [64] . Here, distances between C with threshold value equal to 8 Å (noted C 8 ) are used. The analyses are so comparable to those of [64] and applied to the principle of Protein Peeling [52, 73] . The short distance 
Equivalent number (Neq).
This index, we previously introduced for prediction purpose [54, 57, 79] , is based on the information theory. It is used here to estimate the equilibrium between the lengths of the different PUs generated for each protein P and at each value of R. It is defined as the exponential of the Shannon entropy H(P R ) [80] :
with n R , the number of Protein Units for a given R value, l 
Analyses.
Residue accessibility has been calculated with nAccess software (version 2.1.1) [81] .
Secondary structure assignment has been done using DSSP software (version 2000, CMBI) [82] . As DSSP gives more than three states, we have reduced them: the -helix contains , 3. 10 and -helices, the -strand contains only the -sheet and the coil corresponds to everything else ( -bridges, turns, bends, and coil). Software default parameters were used.
Protein Peeling was carried out using the software of the Protein Peeling web server [52, 73] .
Outputs were adapted for our study. Proteins were characterized according to the manually assigned classes of SCOP all-, all-, / and + [83] . The automatic categorization of Michie and co-workers was also used [84] , it defines 3 classes: , and others. The first contains proteins having more than 40% of -helices and less than 15% of -sheets, the second less than 15% of -helices and more than 30% of -sheets, otherwise proteins are assigned to the others class.
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Protein Blocks.
Protein Blocks (PBs) correspond to a set of 16 local prototypes [54, 56, [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] , labeled from a to p, of 5 residues length based on , dihedral angles description [90] . They were obtained by an unsupervised classifier similar to Kohonen Maps [91, 92] and Hidden Markov Models [93] . The PBs m and d can be roughly described as prototypes for central -helix and central -strand, respectively. PBs a through c primarily represent -strand N-caps and PBs e and f, C-caps; PBs g through j are specific to coils, PBs k and l to -helix N-caps, and PBs n through p to C-caps. This structural alphabet allows a reasonable approximation of local protein 3D structures [54] with a root mean square deviation (rmsd) now evaluated at 0.42 Å [75] .
Analysis of the over-and under-represented contacts.
We can analyze the contacts of a PB (or a secondary structure state) (i) by assessing globally the specificity of each PB (secondary structure state, resp.), i.e., which PB have the most informative contacts in terms of contact distribution, and (ii) by determining which PB is preferentially associated to a given PB. To deal with the first point, we have used the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler asymmetric divergence measure [94] .
It quantifies the contrast between the observed contacts frequencies between PBs (respectively, secondary structures) p: [42] i=1, . . . ,j and a reference probabilistic distribution q [95] . We have applied this expression for assessing the divergence K (p, q) of observed contacts distribution p observed for a given PB and a distribution of contacts q in the databank (taken as reference, i.e., the frequency of PBs or of secondary structures). j equals 3 for the secondary structures and 16 for the Protein Blocks.
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Concerning the second point, we have normalized the contact occurrences between each PB (secondary structure) into a Z-score. The contact occurrences for a given PB x (secondary structure state respectively) were normalized into a Z-score = (n observed (i, 
Results
For analyzing the initial protein contacts that could potentially appear during the protein folding according to the hierarchical model, Protein Peeling is an interesting tool because it enlightens compact sequential units, namely Protein Units (PUs). Contrary to protein domain assignment, it is one of the few methods [47, 96] available that can go deep in the cutting process of the protein structure. It is based on a criterion R based on mutual information and that assesses the cutting process. The cutting of proteins is done recursively (see Figure 2 and Methods section). In this study, we address the hierarchical organization of proteins that is put in light using Protein Peeling.
In the first part, we review the influence of different parameters on the cutting process and characterized the generated PUs. Thus, we observed the number of PUs generated for a specific R value. It is important as the Protein Peeling cuts more than the classical protein domain assignment methodologies. Following this analysis, we analyzed the sizes of the PUs with regards to the sizes of the complete proteins and their structural SCOP classes. PUs were finally categorized according to their amino acid composition and their accessibility.
In a second part, we focused on contacts within and between PUs and structurally characterized their context in proteins and PUs. computed from distance between the amino acids using the Euclidean distance between the amino acid vectors. Similar approaches have been applied to Protein Blocks in a recent study [89] . We found that, with the increase of R values, amino acid composition of PUs deviated more and more from the average composition of proteins. This phenomenon is partly due to the reduction in the size of fragments that could be associated to a compositional bias, Peeling does not create exposed PUs distinct from buried PUs, i.e., no PU would correspond to a protein "core".
Characterizing protein extremities.
A particular interest was focused on protein extremities. Actually, extremities of proteins are often considered as "mobile" [98] , because they have fewer constraints than the hydrophobic core of the protein. We thus studied all the protein extremities using the Protein Peeling. If a PU, representing less than 20% of the size of protein, is cut early in the process of peeling and is not cut again, we considered it as mobile. This way, we found that half of the proteins have mobile extremities, 23% have mobile N-termini (noted Nt), 27% mobile C-termini (Ct) and 2% the two mobile ends.
Globally, the mobile ends can be all-, all-or others (according to [84] ), but a more important tendency for the all-category is observed (37.4% for Nt and 48.3% for Ct). -helices are not conditioned by long range contacts within the sequence like -sheets; this tendency seems logical.
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Analysing contacts between and within Protein Units
In the second part of the results, we focus on the contacts observed within and inside Preferential contacts within PUs. The dissection of proteins using Protein Peeling was analyzed in terms of relative contact frequencies or rf (see Methods section) for the contacts within PUs, namely intra-PUs, and also for contacts between PUs, namely inter-PUs (see Table 1 and supplementary data 2). These rf values were compared to the rf values observed for the whole databank [64] . Surprisingly, for all R values, the variations observed between the rf of the databank and rf of intra-PUs are very limited. The Cysteine increases by 0.3 its interaction with itself and with the Tryptophan by 0.1, all others couples have a variation less than 0.1. Only 14% of the couples have a difference more than 0.05 and, on average the rf differences are 0.024. In comparison to previous analyses, these values are very low [64] .
This conservation of preferential contacts is striking as the percentage of intra-PU contacts represents only 60% of the protein databank contacts for R = 90. Protein Peeling thus creates PUs which preserves an interactions distribution similar to the one observed in whole proteins. From this point of view, PUs could be characterized as small protein domains.
The inter-PU contacts present much more variations in comparison (see Table 2 ), but these variations remain generally weak. Only 10 interaction couples have rf differences more PUs within SCOP classes. The distributions of rf within SCOP classes showed some important (but not drastic) changes compared to the rf of protein databank [64] . For the intra-PU contacts of / class proteins, only 1 rf presents a difference higher than 0.2 compared to the rf of its SCOP class, 2 for the class all-and 3 for the class all-. For this last class 39 rf have a difference more than 0.1; the amino acids mainly concerned are Tryptophan, Phenylalanine, Tyrosine, Cysteine, and Methionine. Only the class + has a true specificity (see Table 2 ), 32 rf have a difference more than 0.2 and 7 of more than 0. In a comparison purpose, analyses are firstly presented for complete protein structures.
Relying on this reference, specificities observed with protein units can then be presented more clearly.
In complete proteins, at the level of the secondary structures, as expected, we observe high and positive (resp. negative), the two other Z-scores must be also important and negative (resp. positive).
The same analyses were made with the PBs in complete proteins (see Figure 6 ). As In Protein Units, the same studies were carried out at an early cutting stage of Protein Peeling (R=20) and at a late stage (R=90). As previously, we have looked at inter-and intra-PU contacts. 
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Nonetheless, the protein contacts of "loops" PBs are no more significant. Thus, the decrease of early stage is mainly due to the low number of observations, while at the last stage inter-PU contacts represent half of the contacts. At the latter stage (R=90), PBs d is associated to PBs a to f while PB m only with PB m. The association of PB h and i is not significant in this case, contrary to the intra-PU contacts where they are found. They represent so an interesting signature of Peeling.
Discussion and conclusion
The analysis of PUs brought surprising results. First of all, during cutting, all the sizes of PUs are observed and this without influence of the protein size or its class. Moreover, it has been shown that Protein peeling is a relevant tool to characterize protein ends which can be considered as mobile for half of the proteins. Our calculations show a lower percentage of mobile ends compared to those calculated by Jacob and Unger [98] . This difference comes partly from the databank they used. Their proteins where constituted of no more than 200
residues, but especially their analyses were based on a calculation of solvent accessibility. It must be also considered that entire ends of protein are often not crystallized.
The amino acid distribution of PUs does not diverge too much from the distribution of the protein databank. Indeed, PUs generated for R = 90 have smaller length, and so the very far contacts [64] (distant of more than 50 residues in the sequence, they represent one third of the contacts) are poorly represented. Nonetheless, observed rf of PUs do not correspond to rf of the near (5 to 20 residues) and far (21 to 50 residues) contacts in the sequence, but to classical rf of the whole proteins. Only class SCOP + has lightly specific rf, potentially due to interfaces between the two "domains". In the same way, analysis of PUs in terms of secondary structures did not show any significant tendency in comparison to the entire databank. The Protein Blocks [56, 75, 85, 88, 99, [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] give a finer description than inserm-00375095, version 1 -27 Apr 2009
secondary structures [109] , they so give more precise description of protein contacts and even some insights in signature of specific regions of protein loops in the PUs (e.g., PBs h and i).
As one limit of our analysis was low counts of contacts for some local structure category (see result section), the use of non-redundant databanks with a higher redundancy rate should be a solution for improving statistics and so analyzing more precisely inter-and intra-PUs interactions.
Hence, this study shows that cutting by Protein Peeling creates true Protein Units, a Protein Peeling performs a linear cutting in the sequence. As noted early by Wetlaufer, some protein domains are not sequential [50] . Comparison with other related approaches such as DIAL would be also quite interesting [45] . In the same way, behavior of Protein Peeling can be compared to protein domain assignment, e.g. [40] , however, extensive comparison is a difficult task [44] . We have showed that the distance measurement and threshold values are very sensitive parameters to define a contact [64] . Thus, a Protein Peeling based not only on C but taken into account other atoms could be interesting. A Voronoï approach is a good alternative that can be considered. In the same way, the research of amino acid clusters [113, 114] and atom density within the PUs could give insight to some determinants, such as the Most Interaction Residues and Tightened End Fragments [115] [116] [117] [118] . These last researches could be directly linked to the fact that no PU corresponding to protein core could be found by the Protein Peeling approach. It means that within protein folds (after the folding process), the proteins do not present a core with so many contacts that it can be distinguished of the rest of the protein. This could be explained by the Protein Peeling methodology which proceeds to the cutting sequentially. An interesting hypothesis is also the possibility that PUs folds before the protein core formation. It can be so very interesting for the prediction of protein structures using hierarchical approach as CombDock [119] . [112] ). In every case the protein is shown with two orientations. 
